Tone Soup Gamechanger Audio Pedals Won’t Break the
Bank for Creativity
We can help you find that perfect guitar tone! Tone Soup stock a worldwide range of guitar pedals Australia based
guitarists can buy online. We are proud to be part of the music equipment retail industry, and are here to fulfill your
guitar tone needs.

Michael Barreiro, owner of Tone Soup, wants musicians to know they don’t have to break the bank to enhance their creative process or
performances. Tone Soup procures a variety of quality boutique guitar pedals, mini amps, accessories and power supplies that will provide greater
depth to to a guitarist’s tone.
Many musicians don’t understand the full extent of how a guitar pedal can positively affect their creativity. Tone Soup features Gamechanger audio
pedals for overdrive and distortion. The Gamechanger Audio Plasma Coil is a specialised version that takes distortion to extreme heights by amplifying
audio signals to 3500 volts through six different special effects. Guitarists can boost or cut high and low frequencies for versatility and the signal is 100
percent Plasma.
Guitarists of all levels of experience know the importance of acquiring the right equipment. Guitar accessories Australia at Tone Soup encompass
hard working boutique guitar effects pedals, first class power supplies, multi-switches and mini amps. One example of amps stocked is the Hotone
Nano Legacy Vulcan Five-O amp for capturing the “brown metal” sound prevalent in legendary heavy metal records. An added bonus is its compact
size and portability.
Music has the ability to elicit a full range of emotions in listeners. Guitar pedals Australia can expand that potential, enabling musicians to express
themselves through guitar pedals such as the Anasounds Spinner Expression pedal, a creative solution that makes the tremolo effect far more
exciting. The spinner was inspired by a skateboard screw and originally built by a French craftsman. The Spinner Expression setup eliminates knobs
that can cause accidents.
Tone Soup features a multitude of essential guitar pedals and supplies designed to enhance music in any genre. Musicians save on name brand
equipment and also have the benefit of free shipping on orders over $149. Customers can sign up for the company’s newsletter to be the first to
receive notice of special offers and sales.
About Tone Soup Tone Soup are your online experts for boutique guitar pedals and accessories. Connect with us on Instagram, Facebook and
Pinterest.
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